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With Britain’s decision to leave the EU exposing
fault lines across society, fiction writers are
responding with an increasing array of Brexit-

infused work-from state-of-the-nation novels to futuristic
satire. Brexit’s influence has spread to books by estab-
lished authors like Ali Smith and Jonathan Coe as well as
those of debut novelists, pushing writers to examine often
overlooked parts of the country and social themes. The
genre-dubbed “Brex-lit” by the Financial Times-spans
dystopian visions based on the angst of europhiles and
more reflective novels probing the apparent divides.

“I have noticed that in the last few years, more and
more (submissions) tend to be either fairly dark dystopia
or relatively young nostalgia,” Daniel Hiscocks, the
founder of a small, independent publishing house, told
AFP. “I see this as reflective of where, increasingly, pub
conversations tend to be headed too,” he added. Last
year, Hiscocks published Douglas Board’s “Time of Lies”
which is set in a 2020 Britain that has elected its own ver-
sion of Donald Trump.

Board, a former civil servant turned writer, said
Brexit had compelled him to write “about ignorance and

contempt between ruling class and ruled”. “I think
there’s an opportunity for novels to really be playing on
a completely different radio wavelength than the news
media,” he said.

‘The national mood’ 
Some of the authors said they wanted to use story-

telling simply to highlight the divides laid bare by the
2016 referendum. Commissioned by European publisher
Peirene to write something in response, Anthony
Cartwright’s short novel “The Cut” depicts an urbane
documentary-maker’s short-lived and ill-fated romance
with a laborer. Set in a working class corner of the West
Midlands, the pair struggle to comprehend each other
and their respective worlds.

“We need to at least try to understand people on the
other side of whatever divisions we face,” said
Cartwright. “It’s my concern that we are not doing that
well enough. “What novels can do is observe a situation,
offer some reflection of the national mood.” Other
chroniclers of these tumultuous times felt compelled to
write out of sheer anger. “Brexit influenced me enor-

mously and the book is very much a reaction against it,”
said James Silvester, whose “Blood, White and Blue”
debut claims to be the first “post-Brexit” novel.

Married to a Slovak national working in Britain’s
emergency services who has faced a spike in racist
abuse since 2016, Silvester wanted to “encourage peo-
ple to think about the reality of Brexit ... what it’s doing
to people, the pain it has caused and continues to
cause.” In the book, the main character is “a half-Czech
spy fighting for a country that hates her in the chaos of
Brexit”.

‘Finely tuned antennae’ 
Some of the books are set in parts of Britain often

ignored in literature-like the Brexit heartlands of eastern
England in Adam Thorpe’s “Missing Fay” and the West
Midlands, where much of Coe’s state-of-the-nation
tome “Middle England” is set. Thorpe’s novel centres
around the disappearance of a teenager from a run-
down housing project. His portrayal of life in a small
Lincolnshire town was written mostly before the refer-
endum. It only became a so-called “Brexit novel”

because the “poverty and sense of hopelessness”
depicted in it had helped explain the result, Thorpe said.

“Novelists who want to reflect their times have to have
finely-tuned antennae, picking up signals that the popula-
tion in general ignore,” he said. He nonetheless remained
cautious about letting too much politics into the story. “I
wanted the novel to be a litmus test of a nation at a cer-
tain moment more than a political statement,” he said.
Still, British novelists are starting to make a much-needed
return to “forcing people to think and feel about stuff
that’s quite uncomfortable,” said author Amanda Craig.

Her account of a marriage in crisis in “The Lie of the
Land” offers a more subtle take on the forces fuelling
Brexit-with the pinch on family budgets and the urban-
rural divide looming large in the background. “The reason
why fiction has lost a lot of its power in social terms is
because too few of us are doing what people like
(Charles) Dickens did,” Craig told AFP. “I do think that
we’ve lost that sense of moral purpose. Fiction is there to
entertain and to move and to delight, but it’s also there to
make you think.” — AFP

‘Brex-lit’: Social tensions inspire British novelists

Johannesburg’s grandest old 
colonial club seeks new image
With its imposing columned facade, hunting tro-

phies and oil portraits, the Rand Club in
Johannesburg’s city center is a relic of South

Africa’s colonial and apartheid past. Founded in 1887 by
British mining magnate Cecil Rhodes, it was the favored
venue for white businessmen and free-wheeling gold
prospectors to strike deals and socialize in the hushed
library or at the 31-metre-long (102-feet) teak bar, reput-
edly the longest in Africa. But Alicia Thompson, a black
woman born in Johannesburg, is seeking to reposition the
club, which has struggled to stay open in recent years, by
attracting the city’s “young hustlers” of today while pre-
serving its heritage.

Thompson, a 46-year-old beauty business owner who
is the club’s deputy chairman, said that she had faced “not
one iota of resistance” in her efforts to haul the club into
the modern era. “I grew up in Johannesburg, I frequented
the city and I used to see this building that I was not
allowed to enter,” said Thompson.  “It was this hallowed,
ivory tower and I didn’t know what happened inside. Then
I attended a wedding here in 2010, and I couldn’t believe
that this gem was withheld from us for all our life.”

Thompson has seen the number of full-time members-
paying $720 (632 euros) a year-grow recently to nearly
500 after years of decline, while the numbers of student
and absentee members are also up. “My attitude to mem-
bers is just to make it your space,” she said. A life-sized
portrait of Rhodes, an imperialist businessman and politi-
cian inextricably linked with racism and colonial exploita-
tion, still hangs in a second-floor room. But the room
itself, which previously bore his name, has been renamed
the Founders’ Room following an initiative by younger
members.

‘Our history is our history’ 
Books from another era bearing the words “kaffir” (an

offensive racial slur) and “native” still line the shelves of
the library, alongside a fireplace, wingback leather arm-
chairs and a typewriter. “Some of our history is very
unimpressive-but I’m not a ‘fallist’,” said member Lucky
Dinake, 24, a black councilor from the main opposition
Democratic Alliance party.

“Fallist” refers to supporters of the “Rhodes Must Fall”
movement sparked in South Africa in 2015 by students
seeking the removal of statues of Rhodes and other colo-
nial symbols from university campuses. “Our history is our
history. Our responsibility is to learn from it, move for-
ward, not to tear it down,” Dinake told AFP. Outside the
library’s tall windows, workers hurried along the roads of
the Marshalltown district while minibuses packed with

commuters sped past.
Over the years, the club’s fortunes have reflected the

mixed fortunes of the surrounding inner-city streets.
Unlike “clublands” in cities like London and New York in
upscale neighborhoods, Johannesburg’s city center has
grappled with businesses fleeing, rampant crime as well as
derelict and illegally occupied buildings.

But work is under way to rehabilitate the area with
high-end booksellers opening nearby in recent years as
well as investment in public transport and policing. “The

club is becoming a lot more relevant and a lot more
accessible to more people, taking advantage of our loca-
tion. In Joburg, there’s a lot of renewal,” said Dinake.

‘Now members are hustlers’ 
Alongside efforts to modernize the club and appeal to

millennials, including the launch of a business networking

club, some rules still honor tradition with phones and
tablets banned in the club’s upstairs communal areas.
“The idea is to enjoy each other’s’ company. It’s good for
the ‘personal’-that’s what’s lacking on places like
LinkedIn,” said Thompson. “It’s not just stuffy business-
men and bullish miners anymore.”

Jane Germaner, the 33-year-old wife of a member,
praised the club’s transformation policy. “One of the
beautiful things about it is you get to network with all
these people you wouldn’t necessarily meet in your day-
to-day life. You meet all kinds of characters,” she said.
Women were not admitted until 1993 but Germaner said
she has never felt unwelcome.

Vestiges of the past like hunting trophies are also dis-
played less prominently than they once were. A portrait of
Nelson Mandela, a member in his lifetime, takes pride of
place above the sweeping staircase at the heart of the
club.  Conventions like the dress code have been quietly
relaxed over time as the club pushes to grow its member-
ship base.

It has also begun hosting weddings, parties and func-
tions which, along with a loan from three members, have
put the club on a surer financial footing. It came close to
the brink of closure following a fire in 2005 and it went
into “hibernation” in 2015 when its fate again hung in the
balance. “Now members are hustlers, they’re the entre-
preneurs,” said Sello Chauke, a 34-year-old Soweto resi-
dent who tends the club bar. — AFP

A waiter holds drinks at the entrance of the bar of the Rand Club ahead of
the annual Christmas dinner party in Johannesburg yesterday. —AFP photos

Members gather for an aperitif at the bar of the Rand Club ahead of the annual Christmas
dinner party.

A members of the Rand Club stands in a street in Johannesburg.

Rand Club members, Larry Khumalo (right) and Angus
Macarthur pose for a portrait before the Club’s Christmas
dinner party in Johannesburg.A guest of the Rand Club holds a glass while looking from the balcony.

Waiters at the Rand Club attend a briefing ahead of the annual Christmas dinner party. A musician plays at the bar of the Rand Club ahead of the annual
Christmas dinner party in Johannesburg.

An oil painting of former South African president and Anti-Apartheid icon
Nelson Mandela on the first floor of the Rand Club in Johannesburg.

A hunting trophy, a mounted animal head in the Rand
Club in Johannesburg.

Rand Club and Wits university scholar Paul Taylor (left)
poses with his wife Patricia for a portrait before the
Club’s Christmas dinner party in Johannesburg.


